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Dear Fellow Owners, 
 
What a year! So much was handled, so much more to do. 

As we work through navigating a plan for Nordvind's future, management held weekly owner meetings 
at the property along with sending out a survey asking owners how they felt about the property and if 
they wanted to continue vacationing at Nordvind. The results are not providing definitive directions as 
owners seem to be split on continuing the timeshare plan, ending the plan and selling, upgrading the 
property with a special assessment to pay for what is needed, while some owners want to be relieved 
of their ownership and the responsibilities. However, we also have not heard from a majority of owners 
on what they want to see happen. 
With this lack of a definitive owner preference and acknowledging the prior extension/termination 
meeting votes cannot be verified due to lack of records, it is the board's decision to have a new owner 
vote to either approve a 10 year extension or terminate the timeshare plan at the end of 2021. This 
vote will be tabulated at this November's annual meeting. Owner proxies are included and available 
at the resort website: www.nordvindtreasureisland.com. 
PLEASE SUBMIT your vote and be counted. 

The materials for your review include the proxy to extend/terminate, the proposed 2022 budget if 
ownership votes to extend, and the proxy to vote accepting that 2022 budget. In addition, we have 
provided some possible scenarios owners can expect depending on the vote. 

RECAP 
The Nordvind timeshare plan's declaration included a clause providing termination after 30 years 
unless owners extended the plan. This clause is in almost every timeshare plan in Florida, often 
referred to as the Sunset Clause. Prior management held the vote in 2012 and again in 2019. We are 
not able to verify the votes at either meeting as records are not available. In addition, the meetings do 
not appear to have followed state guidelines and may not even have had the required quorum.  Holding 
a new meeting that conforms with state regulations will resolve all those issues. 

WHAT HAPPENS IF THE PLAN IS EXTENDED? 
If the vote is to extend the timeshare plan for another 10 years, ownership interests will not change. 
Owners will utilize their vacation time in the same way with their same vacation dates at Nordvind, be 
able to exchange to other resorts, be able to list week for rent.  
If the vote is to extend, then the included 2022 maintenance fee budget will be billed to all owners for 
payment. With this decision, management will begin planning and scheduling the work needed to 
initially conform with all safety and ADA regulations, then select bids for infrastructure repairs to 
plumbing and roofing. Once a contractor is determined to complete these projects, owners will all 
share in paying these costs through a special assessment. Owners should expect at some point the 
resort will need to be closed due to extensive repairs that will not allow for occupancy. A property 
inspection report was delivered along with an appraisal of the property if all repairs were made and 
the property was sold as a condo. Those reports can be reviewed on the website, 
www.nordvindtreasureisland.com. Initial indications are that the special assessment will be in the 
range of $3,000 to 4,000 per week. It is not possible to get a more definitive estimate at this time due 
to the unknowns of construction prices and how many owners will or will not pay the assessment. It is 
also impossible to forecast the costs incurred if and when the resort will be closed for renovation. 

http://www.nordvindtreasureisland.com.
http://www.nordvindtreasureisland.com.
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WHAT HAPPENS IF THE PLAN IS TERMINATED? 
If the vote is to terminate, the timeshare plan will terminate at the end of 2021. Owners who check in 
to their week before December 31, 2021 will be able to complete their vacation week. Beginning with 
week #1 in 2022, no timeshare accommodations will be available. Nordvind will be temporarily 
operated as a vacation rental while management gets to work on obtaining bids for all the needed 
projects.  Management is currently working on offering a rental discount in 2022 to all owners that may 
want to rent the same time as they owned. These details will be provided to all owners if the vote is to 
terminate.  Once the contractors are chosen and scheduled, a special assessment will be billed to 
owners. Several of these projects will require the resort being closed to occupancy. That schedule, 
once determined, will be provided to all owners. Owners will also participate in all operating income 
and expenses. If Nordvind rental income exceeds expenses, owners will receive their share for each 
week owned. If a shortfall occurs, all owners will be billed their share of the shortfall. 
Title work will need to be ordered. Each and every week's ownership, back to the beginning of the 
timeshare sales, will need to be searched. Any deficiencies will need to be resolved as we need to 
provide a clean title to the entire property. 
This operation will continue until the property is sold. Once the property is sold, owners will share in 
the net proceeds after all expenses are paid including closing costs, commissions, title work, similar 
to any commercial real estate sale. For example, if the property sold for $6m after all closing costs and 
repairs are made, each week would have an approximate value of $5600. Owners who do not continue 
to pay their share would not receive that payout. 
As you can see, whatever path is decided on, it will be a major undertaking to reach the goal. 

OWNER OPTIONS 
Management will be providing options to owners who do not feel it is their best interest to continue 
their ownership. These options will be available no matter what the decision is regarding the 
extension/termination. The options are not yet completed with details still to be worked out. 
Management felt it was not fair to provide incomplete options before the vote. Some owners have 
expressed a concern that they are being forced out of their property unfairly. Some owners question 
the declaration documents and the Florida state statutes application. From the beginning, we have 
tried to provide accurate information and be transparent regarding everything that is being done and 
everything that still must be done.  
Once the meeting and the vote is complete, options for owners who do not wish to maintain their 
ownership will be provided for every owner to consider.  
An example of the options we are currently working on are; 

 trade your week(s) for a different Florida timeshare resort. This option is worth considering if 
an owner wants to utilize exchange to other timeshare resorts or begin experiencing vacations 
at a new Florida location. Currently, we expect to have available inventory in Orlando, St. 
Augustine, and Naples. We are looking for even more locations to be offered. We are trying to 
identify a local timeshare resort to obtain inventory but we have not yet found a good possibility. 
Several local resorts are not financially stable, are not in a condition to provide future enjoyable 
vacation experience, or do not have the available inventory to consider. 

 return the Nordvind inventory and receive new types of vacation ownership plans including 
travel clubs, points-based clubs, access to hotels. Some of these will be based on a timeshare 
product. Some of these are offered by the largest timeshare exchange companies that give 
discounted access to members only if and when they want to utilize the plan. 

 sell the Nordvind inventory to developer and eliminate ownership completely. Pricing will be 
forthcoming after the meeting to avoid any conflicts or appearance of coercion. 
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 deed the unit to the association and walk away. 

We appreciate this is a lot to absorb and that we still have so many details that are not worked out. 
Those details would be so helpful in this decision, but they just aren't available and we do not want to 
represent something then it does not happen. All owners should remember, the inventory and all the 
bad debt and everything else that comes with the property was purchased for the potential to make a 
profit and end up with a quality vacation destination. For those of you that are willing to face the 
challenge, recognize it will take money to make money, and are willing to take the time for the plan to 
successfully develop, whatever profit we realize, you will realize your fair share. For owners who do 
not want to take that path, the options may be your best consideration. 
 
STAY SAFE 

 
Thank You for the past and hopefully continued support of the Nordvind resort.  
 

Kevin Mattoni 
Managing Member 
Nordvind II LLC 

3671 Webber Street #36 
Sarasota, FL 34232 


